ENEE 204 BASIC CIRCUIT THEORY

Time: Spring Semester 2005, 9:30 - 10:45 am TuTh
Place: CCC 1205
Instructor: Prof. Christopher C. Davis
Office: A.V. Williams Building, Room 2401, x5-3637, davis@umd.edu.
Web Page: www.ece.umd.edu/~davis
Office hours: 1:30 pm - 3:00 pm TuTh and by appointment. I am also frequently available at other times. You are welcome to visit.

Administrative Issues: Students in the class are required to honor the University of Maryland Code of Academic Integrity. Details of this code are available at the University’s web site.

Anyone who misses an examination for a valid reason (illness or family emergency) will be permitted to take a cumulative makeup examination just before the final examination. Students should provide notification in advance if they will have to miss an assignment or examination for reasons of religious observance.

Students with special needs or documented disabilities should contact me to discuss accommodations.

Grading Policy

Homework: 10% - If you do the homeworks you will do much better in the examinations. In addition, performance on homeworks will be used to determine grade in borderline case. Homework questions often show up again on examinations.

Closed book examinations:
First Examination 25%
Second Examination 25%
Final Examination 40%

The Final Examination will be in class on Tuesday, May 17 from 8:00 - 10:00 am.

The makeup exam for students with a valid reason for missing an earlier examination will be on Friday, May 13, at 2:00 pm

Homework solutions will be made available after each homework set is completed.
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